1339.

July 12. The like to the prior of Spaldyng, with respect to 51 marks £3s. 6d. due for six sacks and thirteen stones at 8 marks the sack, taken by Saeer de Rocheford and William de Spaldyng, lately appointed for the same in the county of Lincoln.

Vacated because surrendered and the prior released the whole sum contained in these letters and made fine with the king for discharge from attendance at the Parliament to be held, of which discharge he has letters patent, enrolled on the Patent Roll, 15 Edward III. part 2.

The like to the following with respect to sums due for wool taken by the same:


By C.

Roger le Heir of Chesterfeld, 'marchaund,' the like.

By C.

Nov. 1. John de Crabdam of Algerkirk, 36 marks for four sacks, payable at the Purification and Easter.

By C.

July 12. Promise to Thomas Reyner to pay to him, half at Michaelmas and half at the Purification, 54l. 4s. 3d. due for nine sacks and one stone of wool, taken by John de Torveye and his fellows, lately appointed for the same in the county of Leicester.

The like to the following with respect to sums due for wool taken by the same:

Thomas Yol of Haverbergh the younger, 9 marks for a sack and a half at 9/.

Hugh de Dyugelegh, 12s. 9d. for three stones.

Thomas de Naseby of Haverbergh, 97. 12s. 9d. for a sack and seventeen stones.

William Godeshalve of Haverbergh, 60l. for ten sacks.

July 12. The like to Robert de Ereswell of St. Edmunds, with respect to 32l. 10s. due for six and a half sacks of wool at 100s. the sack, taken by Richard de Leyham, late one of the takers of a moiety of the wool for the king appointed in the county of Suffolk.

The like for John Hved of Ipswich, with respect to 21l. 13s. 4d. for six and a half sacks of wool, at 5 marks the sack, taken by the same.

July 10. Promise to John, parson of the church of Stybyngton, to pay to him at Berkampstead, Michaelmas 50s. due for half a sack of wool, taken by John de Ravele and his fellows, lately appointed for the same in the county of Huntingdon.

By the Keeper & C.

July 16. Promise to the abbot of Eynesham, to pay to him, half at Michaelmas and half at the Purification, 61 marks 3s. 3d. due for five sacks and eighteen stones of wool, at 9 marks the sack, taken by John de Croxford and his fellows, lately appointed for the same in the county of Oxford.

Membrane 35.

July 16. The like to Richard Polrouan of Taunton, with respect to 65l. 10s. 10yd. due for ten and a half sacks and two cloves of wool, at 9 marks the sack, taken by Walter de Rodeneye and his fellows, lately appointed for the same in the county of Somerset.

By C.

July 20. The like to Roger son of Ralph de Angreham, with respect to 23l. 6s. 8d. due for seven sacks of wool taken by John de Denton and his fellows, appointed for the same in the county of Northumberland.

By C.